
Is Peak Fintech Group the Next Canadian Tech Darling?: Revisiting The
Peak Story with NASDAQ Uplisting Imminent (PKK; PKKFF)

Author’s Note: If you’re new to the story of Peak Fintech Group, please take a quick detour to
this introductory article on the company from late January 2021::
https://www.reddit.com/r/StockFamGroup/comments/l8xqlt/why_we_like_peak_fintech_peak_fint
ech_pkk_pkkff/ Once you’ve caught up, I’ll be here waiting for you.

Recent Highlights:

● The sole preferred commercial lending platform for government-backed municipal
financial lending centres (Jiangyin, Nanjing).

● Partnership with the second largest steel supplier in China (Xingcheng Special Steel
Works Ltd)

● Partnership with Shopex, China’s “Shopify” (but bigger)
● Potential to increase revenues significantly with software from Rongbang, a subsidiary of

UnionPay, the largest card payment organization in the world.
● Partnership with BJM, a distributor for COFCO, China’s largest food processor

(state-owned)
● Wholly-owned Gold River Platform to enable all supply-chain transactions in-house,

saving up to 30% of costs normally associated with third party outsourcing.
● Access to 55,000 social media influencers within China (and their 120 million followers)

through Gruppo Coin, Italy’s predominant clothing retailer.
● Forecasts of profitability by late 2021 with potential dividends the following year.
● Revenues of over $40 million in 2020, and soon-to-be-released forecasts for 2021, with

the forecast quite likely in the $100 million range, conservatively.
● Hiring of MZ Group for investor relations.  (MZ has represented Starbucks, Fedex, and

D-Link among a host of others)
● Imminent uplist to The NASDAQ Exchange.
● Expansion plans to North America as early as Q4 2021.

Synopsis

After a breathless six-month period of execution and expansion, C.E.O. Johnson Joseph and
the executive team at Peak Fintech Group stand mere days away from an uplisting to the
NASDAQ Exchange, with the global exposure and access to institutional investors that come
with it.  Upon uplisting, the company will be rebranded as Tenet Fintech Group with the
explosive “TNT” stock symbol, and a new chapter will begin.

https://www.reddit.com/r/StockFamGroup/comments/l8xqlt/why_we_like_peak_fintech_peak_fintech_pkk_pkkff/
https://www.reddit.com/r/StockFamGroup/comments/l8xqlt/why_we_like_peak_fintech_peak_fintech_pkk_pkkff/


This leaves OTC/CSE investors still on the sidelines with precious few days to decide: “Is this
story too good to be true?  Do I still have reservations? Do I know enough about Peak to feel
comfortable investing in it?” Let’s dive into the past few months and decide together.

After several years of diligently laying the groundwork, Mr. Joseph, Mr. Liang (Golden) Qiu, and
the rest of the Peak executive team have begun to scale with startling speed and efficiency. The
last six months have been a whirlwind of increasingly significant partnerships in every corner of
the Chinese financial landscape, including major deals with a laundry list of notable commercial
firms in China: Shopex, JD.com (via a direct partnership with Xiamen Guangzhui Ltd), Gruppo
Coin (for online influencers), UnionPay, BDC and BJM Distributors, nation-wide convenience
store chains such as Bianlifeng, several major banks, and successful bids for municipal financial
lending centres in major cities such as Nanjing and Jiangyin, all with the backing of
government-enabled credit entities, which have given Peak an “A” rating.

But just listing all the major partners that have come on board doesn’t do justice to the
methodical way in which the company is scaling its operations. Each partner represents a key
piece of the much larger puzzle, and it is by understanding how they all fit together that one is
able to do effective due diligence on the rise of Peak Fintech Group.  Oftentimes, the most
useful due diligence comes from answering skepticism, and even after witnessing Peak’s
impressive growth in 2020 and early 2021, there may remain those who still harbor reservations
about a Canadian company doing business in China. To address any lingering concerns, we
begin with municipal financial lending centres.

If you’ve followed the Peak story since the middle of 2020, you know that the company was
chosen from among 42 bidders to provide its Cubeler Commercial Lending Platform to the
financial centre for the city of Nanjing.  You likely also know that Peak has a similar role in the
financial lending centre of Jiangyin, a large and fast-growing city in the province of Jiangsu.
While the potential to facilitate lending between banks and over 450,000 SMEs (Small to
medium-sized enterprises) between the two lending centers is impressive on its own, it is the
validation from these municipal governments that is proving to be just as valuable.  Peak’s
subsidiary in Jiangyin was recently awarded a prestigious “A” rating by the Financial
Supervisory Administration Bureau of Jiangsu Province (JSJRB).  Only one other non-banking
institution received this award.

This clear show of government-level trust in Peak not only demonstrates the reputation of the
company, but also shines a light on how few other platforms have earned that level of credibility.
China is in the midst of a crackdown on disreputable lenders and lending platforms, and it is
also working to keep tech commerce giants such as Alibaba (see the failed Ant Financial IPO)
from monopolizing the ecommerce landscape.  Peak fits right into the sweet spot here:
approved by governments due to its industry-low default rates (below 2%), and yet able to bring
major commercial lenders together with SMEs at scale.

The Jiangyin connection has borne more fruit, as interest from manufacturers in the area have
brought together Peak and Xingcheng Special Steel Works Ltd. (“XSSW”), the second-largest
supplier of steel products in the country, and is present in 31 major cities across China. XSSW,



and all of the manufacturers it supplies, are now fully integrating into the Cubeler Lending Hub
Ecosystem.

Now it’s time to go back to those big names we listed earlier.

Perhaps the biggest partnership of all is with ShopEx, China’s leading ecommerce software
provider.  Think Shopify or Square, but bigger.  ShopEx's solutions are used by retailers on
Alibaba, JD.com, Tik Tok, Pinduoduo and 24 other online marketplaces and social media
platforms across the country. Even major foreign corporations like Apple, Bosch and
Lululemon partner with ShopEx. And in case you weren’t certain of the size of this deal, this
paragraph from the news release says it best:

“The strategic partnership between Peak and ShopEx calls for an API link
between the ShopEx platform and Peak's Lending Hub platform that will allow data from
online stores managed with the ShopEx applications to flow to the Lending Hub and help
qualify the stores for loans and credit from the Hub's banks and financial institution
lending partners. The parties will engage in joint marketing efforts and become
authorized resellers of one another's products and services and earn referral fees from
one another.”

Tough to overstate how big that one is, especially when you consider that those 28
marketplaces make up virtually the entire online retail industry of a country with 1.4 billion
people in it. Together, they provide access to 9 million stores and 80 million microshops.  It is a
deal with staggering potential that is difficult to place a value on.

Yet the next partnership might be equally transformative:

For those not familiar with the name UnionPay, think Visa or Mastercard, but bigger.  UnionPay
is the largest card payment organization in the world. Operating out of China, it is actually
state-owned (yes, more evidence of government validation) and operates the only interbank
network that links every ATM in the country. UnionPay has a wholly-owned subsidiary called
Rongbang, which is the tech solution provider for optimizing the flow of capital between
financial institutions, consumers and businesses. They essentially keep the money flowing
smoothly; and they are now a partner of Peak Fintech.

What this does for Peak cannot be overstated.  With Rongbang’s software, Peak can control the
flow of funds throughout its entire ecosystem.  During 2021 Q2, every client in the ecosystem
will be given access to a virtual bank account within the system, with Peak earning 1.5%-3%
fees on every transaction into and out of these accounts, including loan repayments, and an
annual 1.5%-3% fee on funds in these virtual accounts, calculated daily. If that is confusing for
you, just remember that Peak now has the potential to earn double the revenue they
currently earn through the lending hub. This deal was historic, and once fully implemented,
will increase revenues significantly.  UnionPay and Peak were brought together after Peak
purchased Zhongke Software Intelligence,  a strategic partner for China UnionPay.  Zhongke is
a crucial piece to the overall puzzle, with their analytics and AI software for Chinese banks and
financial institutions to help them make decisions on loan and credit applications. Zhongke has

https://www.nsbanking.com/news/unionpay-mobile-payment-service-now-supported-by-18-southeast-asian-e-wallets/


3 patents, 42 trademarks, and 3 copyrights on its software, and it forms an integral part of the
Cubeler ecosystem.

A name that may not resonate with North American investors, at least compared to the
companies listed above, is Beijing Jingying Corporate Management Ltd. ("BJM"). BJM is a major
distributor for China Oil and Foodstuffs Corporation (COFCO), a state-owner food processing
company with exclusive distribution rights to approximately 200,000 Petro-China convenience
stores and on online retail giant JD.com. COFCO is China's largest food processor,
manufacturer and commodities trader, and it operates across the Pacific rim in countries such
as Japan, the US, the UK, Australia and even Canada, making it one of the largest agribusiness
groups in all of Asia. Peak’s program with BJM allows for 90% of purchasing orders to be
financed through the lending hub.

Many positive developments remain, but each is perhaps best addressed in response to the
ever-dwindling number of potential concerns for investors, so let’s kill two birds with one stone:

What about the high costs associated with outsourcing their supply-chain financing services to
third-parties? Revenue is one thing, but profit is quite another.

This is where Gold River comes in. This wholly-owned platform is a multi-faceted e-commerce
platform that allows clients to purchase products, sell products, manage inventory, make
financing requests, and basically enable all supply-chain transactions, both for retailers and
suppliers. Peak is moving an increasing number of their transactions from third parties to this
platform. Not only does the company expect a 30% reduction in costs, but the Gold River
Platform has already signed agreements with two national wholesale distributors. Bianlifeng, a
massive and growing convenience store chain with over 1500 stores in 20 cities, and
Dajinpengli, a major distributor, have both signed agreements which essentially ensures
financing for their certified distributors when they use the Gold River platform. These two new
signings join the likes of JD.com, Petro China Convenience Stores, and 7-Eleven (yes,
7-Eleven has a large presence in China) as clients of Gold River. And remember how that Union
Pay subsidiary has now enabled Peak to provide virtual bank accounts on Cubeler and
potentially double their revenues? That applies to Gold River, too.

Focusing now on JD.com,  Cubeler Lending Hub has launched a specialized financing program
for product suppliers of the e-commerce giant that will allow them to receive cash advances on
product orders they get from JD.com. This partnership came about from Peak’s relationship with
Xiamen Guangzhi Ltd, a beverage retailer with over 1100 clients across the country, including
JD.com. The program carries no risk for the lenders, as only verified JD.com product orders are
eligible for financing.  Peak collects a flat fee for all cash advances it facilitates.

What about adoption?  Partnerships are nice to see, but where is the money?

Adoption is coming, and in a very big way.  Dajinpengli’s clients alone financed over $4.2 million
RMB ($800,000 CDN) in the first few days of the program. Gold River alone financed $15.7
million CDN in the first half of Q1 2021, which includes a lengthy Chinese New Year break.
Peak’s social media influencers’ program (through Gruppo Coin, Italy’s largest clothing

https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/yzmeHkJgD
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supplier) led to over $1 million CDN financed in the first week of adoption, with a runway of
55,000 influencers and 120 million followers.  Peak’s revenues as a whole are expected to quite
easily top $40 million for 2020, and 2021 projections (to be released imminently) seem likely to
be in the $100 million range, demonstrating a larger than 100% growth year over year.  It should
be noted that whatever figure the company releases will be a conservaive projection, keeping
with a pattern of under-promising and over-delivering by management.

For those looking for comparable companies on the NASDAQ, consider Upstart Holdings
(UPST). Upstart is a fintech lending platform operating in the United States, and is thought to be
1-2 years further along than Peak in its business development.  With 2021 estimated revenue of
$500 million and a market cap of $9.37 billion USD, Upstart’s price-to-forward earnings ratio sits
at 18.74.  Peak, with a market cap of only $230 million USD, has a price-to-forward earnings
ratio of 2.88, roughly seven times below that of Upstart. Peak’s combination of powerful growth
and undervaluation is precisely what institutional investors on the NASDAQ are looking for.
Predicting what a stock will do on any given day is an exercise in futility, but note that UPST
climbed 47% on its first day on the NASDAQ (IPO) and has risen roughly 300% since it opened
on the exchange in late December 2020.  The investor appetite for fintech companies has never
been stronger.

So with clear government support, partnerships with the largest commercial companies in
China, an addressable SME base in the millions, and massive, growing revenue, we are running
out of reasons to doubt Peak Fintech, but let’s continue to dig a little deeper:

Will the income generated in China ever find its way back to North America?

Long before Peak had even established any of its Chinese subsidiary companies, it was
working with tax experts, legal and financial advisors to put into place a method to repatriate
revenues from China to Canada. All the necessary paperwork was filed so that Peak's
subsidiaries could eventually follow a government-established process to send funds to the
Company's Canadian head office. That process was tested successfully this year.  For those
that wonder why this is so important, please note that Peak believes it will be profitable by the
end of 2021.  Yes, this fintech micro-cap expects profitability this calendar year.  They are also
preparing to offer dividends to shareholders as early as 2022.

Now the doubters are getting desperate:

But, tech companies just aren’t profitable so soon! Shopify still isn’t profitable!  And virtually no
tech companies offer dividends.  It’s virtually unheard of!

Not a question, and perhaps we are all beginning to finally see why this company is so very
special.

But, it’s still China!  I’d feel more comfortable with a North American presence. Does Peak plan
to expand to North America, and when?

Before we get to expansion, Peak has earned even greater validation in China by signing a
partnership with Qiyuesuo (“Contract Lock”), China’s largest document signing service



provider.  Think of them like DocuSign, but bigger. This deal saves the company money and
time, as previously all documents had to be signed outside of The Lending Hub Ecosystem, but
now each legally-binding contract can be completed within the system.  Given that contracts
must bear a corporate seal in order to be legally binding in China, this development has been
vital in moving forward adoption with partners such as XSSW (the aforementioned steel
manufacturer), which required legally binding contracts prior to transactions.

For those who, unlike most major companies and governments in the world, just can’t get past a
bias for investing in China, we present the most recent news.  Peak has recently hired
international public relations firm MZ Group to handle investor relations pre and post NASDAQ
uplisting, but also to work with the company as it prepares to enter the North American market
as early as Q4 2021.  This news release caught even seasoned shareholders by surprise, and it
demonstrates the incredible execution that Peak continues to operate with.  It also represents
the final nail in the “I just can’t invest in China” coffin.  Incidentally, MZ Group has had some very
large clients, from Starbucks and Fedex to Cisco and D-Link, and they were eager to take stock
options with Peak, a clear sign of their future expectations.

Ok, one last question.  Has the company made personnel additions to the executive team to
help facilitate their aggressive scaling process?

Let’s answer this final question by highlighting one key individual in both China and Canada.
Perhaps the most impactful personnel decision in 2020 was bringing in Mr. Wenjun Wu as a
special advisor to assist the Company in preparing the company’s Cubeler Lending Hub
platform for China’s upcoming digital currency. This government-backed digital currency
deserves an entire article of its own, but in short, the Chinese government believes digital
currency to be the future (even the near future) of finance, and they are incentivizing its use;
businesses who use the digital currency electronic payment (DC/EP) will be given significantly
lower interest rates on loans and credit transactions. Mr. Wu has already positioned Peak as
one of the earliest financial services companies to fully accept DC/EP, once again
demonstrating the comprehensive, proactive mindset of the Peak executive team.  Mr. Wu was
formerly a Senior Manager at the People’s Bank of China and is the current CEO of
Chengfangyun Digital Technology Ltd. (CDT), one of the firms tasked with preparing the
country’s economy to transition to the digital yuan.

Back in North America, the most recent appointment to the board has added even more
credibility. Ms. Dana Ades-Landy comes to Peak with 25 years in the banking and financial
services industry, including Senior VP positions at The National Bank of Canada, Laurentian
Bank and Scotia Bank.  She was also a director and chair of CMHC, Canada’s largest crown
corporation, with over $270 billion CDN in assets (mortgage liquidity and insurance provider).
She currently sits on the board of Alithya Group (NASDAQ: ALYA).

At this point, with every conceivable question or concern addressed, it is important to make a
disclosure.  I am a Peak shareholder and I unabashedly state that I believe it to be the best,
publicly-traded micro/small cap company in Canada. I believe that with companies like Shopify,
Kinaxis, Constellation Software and Lightspeed POS, Canada is quickly becoming Silicon Valley
North, and Peak will take its place among these giants as early as 2021/2022.  I also want to
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give credit to a large group of people in an investor education community called Stock Fam
Group for introducing me to the company, and for their endless due diligence to strengthen my
resolve as Peak navigated through the ups and downs of life on the junior markets. I am proud
to be included among its members. I am not a financial advisor, so I cannot give advice on
whether or not to purchase any particular equity, but I can take my place beside so many others
who have led me to the Peak story, and watch it unfold here in the last few days before
NASDAQ uplisting.

@MrDotto5


